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Abstract. Many applications involve the use of binary classifiers, in-
cluding applications where safety and security are critical. The quanti-
tative assessment of such classifiers typically involves receiver operator
characteristic (ROC) methods and the estimation of sensitivity/specificity.
But such techniques have their limitations. For safety/security critical
applications, more relevant measures of reliability and risk should be
estimated. Moreover, ROC techniques do not explicitly account for: 1)
inherent uncertainties one faces during assessments, 2) reliability evi-
dence other than the observed failure behaviour of the classifier, and 3)
how this observed failure behaviour alters one’s uncertainty about classi-
fier reliability. We address these limitations using conservative Bayesian
inference (CBI) methods, producing statistically principled, conserva-
tive values for risk/reliability measures of interest. Our analyses reveals
trade-offs amongst all binary classifiers with the same expected loss – the
most reliable classifiers are those most likely to experience high impact
failures. This trade-off is harnessed by using diverse redundant binary
classifiers.
Keywords: reliability assessment, binary classification, diverse redundancy, con-
servative Bayesian inference
1 Introduction
Numerous applications that society relies upon involve binary classification [21,
22, 26]. Examples include medical diagnosis, autonomous vehicle safety, crime
detection/forensic science and IT network protection. The failure of classifiers in
such applications can have a significant impact – affecting the well-being, safety
and security of those reliant on these technologies. Classifiers must be “good
enough” to be deployed. But, demonstrating this can be challenging. The pri-
mary challenge here is uncertainty: an assessor of such systems is uncertain about
if/when the classifiers will fail during operation, the nature of failures should they
occur, and the resulting impact failures will have on the wider system. Conse-
quently, the statistical assessment of classifiers is necessary. And any serious
attempts at quantifying classifier reliability – say, the probability of a classifier’s
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correct functioning on a sequence of classification tasks – must account for these
uncertainties. This is not easy to do, because the probability distributions that
characterise these uncertainties are often unknown or unknowable.
As an approach to assessing classifiers, receiver operator characteristic (ROC)
methods are well-suited for comparing certain statistical properties of classifiers
[8,11]. But, these methods do not account for all of the aforementioned forms of
uncertainty. In this paper, we offer a complementary approach to ROC methods,
and the following contributions to the assessment of binary classifiers:
1. We critique the sole use of ROC approaches in the statistical assessment of
binary classifiers, particularly for safety/security critical applications;
2. We formalise a statistical model of classifier failure and loss, in terms of loss
distributions. We argue, it is loss distributions that classifier assessments
should be concerned with – these subsume “point” measures such as sensi-
tivity or specificity.
3. We highlight the statistical challenge an assessor faces – i.e. infinitely many
loss distributions, all consistent with a classifier’s observed failure behaviour;
4. We show, for a given expected loss, that a trade-off exists between classifier
reliability and the size of losses when failures occur. This trade-off has not
been reported in the literature before;
5. Using this trade-off we prove the range of those loss distributions – from the
most reliable classifiers to the least reliable ones – that are consistent with
a given expected loss. Our results allow an assessor to reason conservatively
about a classifier’s reliability, given it’s observed failure behaviour;
6. We demonstrate that convex combinations of diverse classifiers can be used
to harness this trade-off. In this way, infinitely many hybrid classifiers may
be constructed from a few diverse ones. As a curious aside, we also show
how such classifier combinations share striking similarities with the optimal
allocation of assets in an investment portfolio – a famous problem in Finance;
7. “Optimal” ways of combining the outputs of diverse classifiers have been ar-
gued for in the literature – optimal here means smallest expected loss. These
ignore the aforementioned trade-off, and we illustrate how such optimal ad-
judication schemes do not necessarily produce the most reliable systems;
8. A Bayesian formalisation of an assessor’s uncertainty about a classifier’s loss
distribution. Furthermore, by way of mathematical proof, we show that our
Bayesian assessments are guaranteed to be conservative – no other similarly
constrained Bayesian prior gives more conservative conclusions than ours.
The outline of the rest of the paper is as follows. Critical context and related
work is given in section 2. In section 3, we introduce our statistical model of
binary classification. Section 4 then presents analyses of trade-offs between the
size of losses (due to classifier failures) and classifier reliability. The consequences
of such trade-offs, for optimally combining classifiers, are also explored in some
detail. This is followed in section 5 by a novel application of CBI methods, to
explicitly account for uncertainties surrounding the assessment of classifiers. This
also takes into account the trade-offs in previous sections. The paper concludes
with final considerations in section 6.
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2 Critical Context and Related Work
During assessment, a classifier’s failure propensity and associated risks are es-
timated by subjecting the classifier to a sequence of statistically representative
classification tasks (i.e. operational testing), and averaging over the classifier’s
observed failure behaviour. Popular statistics computed in this way, and com-
pared using receiver operator characteristic (ROC) methods, include estimates
of a classifier’s false-positive rate (FPR) and true-positive rate (TPR) [32,33].
A useful graphical tool for comparing classifier performance is ROC-space
[8, 25], shown in Fig. 1. Each point in the unit-square represents all those dis-
crete classifiers with the specific FPR, TPR values at that point. All useful
discrete classifiers can be made to lie above the 45◦ diagonal [10]. The diago-
nal, itself, represents classifiers that make random or blanket classifications. The
best classifiers are located at (0, 1). Probabilistic classifiers can have their FPR,
TPR values altered by changing the threshold at which they distinguish posi-
tive classifications from negative ones. Continuously altering such a threshold
produces, in essence, a range of discrete classifiers – a unique ROC curve (e.g.
dashed curve) represents the set of discrete classifiers obtained in this way. Given
a suitable stochastic process that generates the classification tasks, and given the
losses when classifiers fail, an isocost line (e.g. line l1) represents classifiers with
the same expected loss. Any parallel line that is closer to the (0,1) point (e.g.
line l2) represents classifiers with smaller expected loss [24]. Consequently, under
appropriate invariance assumptions [9, 34], regions A and B contain classifiers
that, respectively, are guaranteed to have expected loss no larger, or smaller,
than the expected loss for those classifiers at the point where A and B meet.
For a given ROC curve, the area under the curve (AUC) measures the ”size”
of the set of all classifiers guaranteed to have expected loss at least as small as
some classifier on the curve (i.e. the “size” of the union of all B regions with
north-west corners on the curve). The AUC is also a measure of how likely it is
that a probabilistic classifier will rank a randomly chosen positive classification
task more highly than a randomly chosen negative task [15].
But, by themselves, these statistics and ROC methods do not explicitly ac-
count for an assessor’s uncertainty about the accuracy of FPR and TPR esti-
mates, nor the uncertainty about the stochastic process generating the classifica-
tion tasks. And, they do not explicitly incorporate reliability evidence obtained
before the classifier is subjected to operational testing. Further still, they do not
provide a means of updating an assessor’s uncertainty (about classifier reliability,
future failures or losses) upon observing the classifier during operational testing.
Moreover, for those safety or security critical applications where any future fail-
ure is unacceptable, there are arguably more relevant quantitative measures of
reliability to consider, other than FPR and TPR. For instance, the probability
that a classifier succeeds on the next n classification tasks, for very large n.
To complement ROC methods, we choose a Bayesian approach [4, 13, 14].
Classifiers either succeed or fail according to some unknown loss distribution –
only one of infinitely many plausible distributions that could characterise the
classifier’s failure behaviour. Which one of these is the true loss distribution
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Fig. 1: ROC-space
is an assessor’s best guess. In principle, based on evidence gathered prior to
operational testing, an assessor’s ignorance about a classifier’s loss distribution
is formalised as a prior distribution over the set L of all such loss distributions.
Assessment then proceeds by Bayesian inference, using the classifier’s observed
failure behaviour during testing to produce a so-called posterior distribution over
L. And this updated assessor ignorance – this posterior distribution – can be
used to compute informed estimates of classifier reliability and risk.
Bayesian inference would typically require the specification of a suitable prior
distribution over L – a daunting task. Perhaps a less daunting task would be to
specify the prior only partially – e.g. specify a prior probability that the clas-
sifier fails its next classification. Then, amongst all prior distributions over L
that share this value for the probability, one determines which of these priors
yields the worst-case value for a posterior reliability measure of interest. With
this worst-case value, an assessor gains insight into the range of plausible loss
distributions (and thus, classifiers) consistent with their prior evidence and the
observed failure behaviour of the classifier. By reasoning conservatively – i.e.
reasoning in terms of worst-case values for posterior measures of interest – an
assessor is actively avoiding dangerously optimistic assessments resulting from
using unjustified priors. In this spirit, conservative Bayesian inference (CBI)
methods have been used in a number of contexts [2, 18, 30, 35–37]. We develop
and apply a new variant of these methods to the problem of producing conser-
vative assessments of binary classifiers. In particular, by performing constrained
optimisations over the set D of all prior distributions with sample space L, we
produce surprisingly simple expressions for conservative estimates of posterior
classifier reliability, and identify prior distributions that yield these posteriors.
3 A Statistical Model of Binary Classification
Consider the set Ω of all possible classification tasks, i.e. demands, that a classi-
fier can be presented with in a given application. When presented with a demand,
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a classifier either raises an alarm or not. With ROC methods, one assumes clas-
sifiers always give a response – the same response – to a demand. So, imagine the
operational environment of a classifier as a black box, spewing forth demands
from Ω for the classifier to classify. The interplay – of a classifier’s determin-
istic behaviour and the uncertainty about which demand will be presented by
the environment next – induces uncertainty about whether a classifier will fail
on the next demand. And, uncertainty about whether the next failure will be
a false-positive (FP) error – the classifier raises an alarm when it should not
– or a false-negative (FN) error – it does not raise an alarm when it should.
These error-types have associated non-zero costs lfp and lfn when they occur.
Assume the cost associated with an error-type is always the same whenever the
error occurs1. Costs are determined by the economic impact of classifier failures;
typically, with lfp much smaller than lfn. Correct classification incurs no cost.
A classifier has an associated conditional probability qfn of making an FN
error (i.e. 1−TPR), and conditional probability qfp of an FP error (i.e. FPR).
Estimates of (1− qfn) and (1− qfp) are referred to as sensitivity and specificity.
Define the following indicator function:
1fn :=
{
1 ; if the classifier commits an FN error
0 ; otherwise
and 1fp is similarly defined for FP errors. Then, the loss resulting from a classi-
fier’s failure is the random variable L := lfn1fn + lfp1fp . The loss distribution
for L is depicted in Fig. 2a, where γ := P (next demand should cause an alarm).
4 Loss-size vs Reliability Trade-off
Given the loss values lfp and lfn, and a best estimate of a classifier’s expected loss
E[L], what can be conservatively claimed about the classifier’s failure behaviour?
In theory, there exists a range of possible discrete, 3-point, loss distributions
(all with the same E[L]) that could characterise the occurrence of failures and
losses for this classifier. And, in practice, specifying which of these distributions
conservatively characterises the classifier must ultimately be a judgement call,
dependent on the specifics of the situation. There is a trade-off here – between
how reliable the classifier is, and how large the losses are when failures occur.
We can elucidate this trade-off. As proved in appendix A, Fig. 2 shows the 3
extremes of the range of possible loss distributions, using a normalised scale for
the losses (i.e. the losses have been divided by the largest possible loss, typically
lfn). The smallest probability θ of correct classification is either θ =
lfp−E[L]
lfp
,
when lfp > E[L] (see Fig. 2b), or it is θ = 0 otherwise (see Fig. 2c). Contrastingly,
the largest value of θ is θ = 1− E[L], given by the loss distribution in Fig. 2d.
What do these extremes represent in practice? In Fig. 2b, the only failures
are FPs. While, in Fig. 2c, no correct detection ever occurs – only FPs and FNs.
1 View this as the conditional expected loss, given the occurrence of the relevant error.
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(a)
θ =
lfp−E[L]
lfp
qfp(1− γ) = E[L]lfp
qfnγ = 0
E[L] lfp 10
Loss
(b)
θ = 0
qfp(1− γ) = 1−E[L]1−lfp
qfnγ =
E[L]−lfp
1−lfp
E[L]lfp 10
Loss
(c)
θ = 1− E[L]
qfp(1− γ) = 0
qfnγ = E[L]
lfp 10
Loss
(d)
Fig. 2: In (a) is the distribution of loss L for a classifier. Also shown, in (b), (c)
and (d), are the 3 extremes of the range of all loss distributions that share the same
expected loss E[L]. All of the extreme distributions are defined over normalised loss
values {0, lfp, 1}. In particular, the distributions in (b) and (c) give the smallest values
for the probability θ of correct detection, depending on whether lfp is larger or smaller
than E[L], respectively. These also give the smallest values for the probability q of an
FN error. The largest values for both θ and q are given by the distribution in (d).
In practice, it is fairly easy to determine that one is not in the extreme situation
of Fig. 2c, once the classifiers have been observed to correctly classify some
demands. In contrast, determining that Fig. 2b is not the situation one faces in
practice is more challenging, especially since FNs can be very difficult to identify
in certain applications (e.g. cybersecurity, medical diagnosis). Moreover, while
Fig. 2b is clearly more preferable than Fig. 2c, the choice between Fig. 2b and
Fig. 2d is less clear. Of course, lest one get too excited about the most reliable
classifier Fig. 2d, it is sobering that this possibility is also easily excluded in
practice, once FPs have been observed. But, the usefulness of thinking in terms of
these extremes is not that these are “achievable” in practice, but that classifiers
worryingly “close” to these are.
There is another way to view this trade-off. Consider when lfp = E[L]. Both
distributions in Fig.s 2b and 2c collapse to the same deterministic function –
where only failures with associated losses of size lfp = E[L] occur with probability
1. That is, only demands that should cause no alarms occur, and the classifier
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raises alarms on all of these. There is no uncertainty – only FP failures will
occur with accompanying losses of value E[L]. Unlike the distribution in Fig. 2d,
which has the largest amount of variation amongst all of these distributions.
In this sense, the trade-off between the extreme distributions can be viewed as
exchanging the certainty of small losses (i.e. losses due to FPs) for an increase in
the reliability of the classifiers, but at the added cost of an increased probability
of incurring much larger losses when failures occur (i.e. losses due to FNs).
So far, our discussion has focused on the extremes of a range of 3-point loss
distributions, while remarking that the distribution Fig. 2d – for the most reliable
classifier – possesses the maximum variation amongst all of these distributions.
But the following stronger claim is also true (see appendix A). Amongst all loss
distributions over any (normalised) collection of loss values in the interval [0, 1]
(so, not only 3 loss values) – where the distributions all share E[L] – Fig. 2d is the
loss distribution for the most reliable classifiers, and this is also the distribution
with the largest possible variation. So, “increased variance” of a loss distribution
is the same as “increased reliability and increased losses when failures occur”.
The proof of this result shares some similarities with the proof of bounds on a
system’s probability of failure, in [31].2
4.1 Trade-off Implications for Randomly Choosing Amongst
Diverse Classifiers During Operation
The trade-off becomes more complicated when considering classifiers with dif-
ferent expected losses and variances for their loss distributions. For example,
one classifier might have a loss distribution similar to Fig. 2b, while another
classifier has a distribution like Fig. 2d, but with a larger expected loss than the
first classifier. So, the first classifier has a smaller expected loss, while the second
one is noticeably more reliable but perhaps more prone to making FN errors.
Consequently, an assessor’s preferences for a classifier’s failure behaviour may lie
somewhere “inbetween” these two classifiers. An “inbetween” classifier can be
constructed by a suitable random combination of this pair during operation.
Reducing both expected loss and the probability of failures (i.e. increasing
variance) requires multi-objective optimisation techniques. Using expectations
and variances together in making multi-objective choices is not a new idea –
Markowitz and Sharpe applied this to the finance problem of selecting “efficient”
investment portfolios, for which they were awarded the 1990 Nobel prize in
Economics [19,20,29]. What is novel here is the application of these ideas to the
problem of choosing optimal configurations of binary classifiers.
Markowitz’s modern portfolio theory shows how combinations of diverse risky
investments in a portfolio can lower some of the risk associated with the portfolio,
possibly leaving only so-called undiversifiable risk. So, with a fixed budget to
invest, a desirable portfolio is constructed out of varied investments in carefully
2 In [31] their focus was uncertainty about the value of the probability of failure for a
system. Contrastingly, our result applies to the uncertainty about whether a given
classifier will fail on its next classification task, and the loss incurred if it does.
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Fig. 3: (a) Given 4 distinct risky investments (i.e. “base configurations”), the shaded
region contains randomly constructed investment portfolios (i.e. randomised configu-
rations); each point is a convex combination of the investments. Plotted for each port-
folio is the standard deviation of returns vs the expected return. All portfolios that
lie lower in the region have benefited from diversity reducing uncertainty (i.e. “risk”
in this portfolio theory) in the portfolio returns. (b) Given 5 distinct classifiers (i.e.
“base configurations”), the shaded region contains randomly chosen hybrid classifiers
(i.e. randomised configurations). Each hybrid uses a unique distribution for randomly
choosing one of the base configurations to exclusively perform the next classification
task. Note, one base configuration lies in the bottom right corner of (b). Plotted for
each classifier is the standard deviation of losses vs the expected loss, with lfn = 10 and
lfp = 3.34. The classifiers on the boundary have the extreme distributions in Fig. 2,
with appropriately scaled losses. All hybrids that lie lower in the region have benefited
from diversity reducing the probability of large losses, but also impacting on reliability.
chosen proportions. Here, analogous constructions can be made out of classifiers
– a convex combination of classifiers defines a hybrid classifier with properties
not wholly possessed by any of the constituent classifiers. For other reasons,
the works of Scott et al. [28], Provost et al. [23, 25] and Gaffney et al. [11, 12]
have even argued for such convex combinations as a way of creating preferred
classifiers out of unsatisfactory ones – these approaches are related to the ROC
Convex-Hull theorem (ROCCH) for determining preferred classifiers [8, 25].
We construct a convex combination of diverse classifiers as follows. Suppose
there are n functionally equivalent classifiers, each with their respective condi-
tional probabilities of FPs, q1fp, . . . , q
n
fp, and FNs, q
1
fn, . . . , q
n
fn. When a demand
from Ω occurs, with probability pi it is classified by classifier i exclusively (where∑n
i=1 pi = 1). These define a hybrid configuration of n classifiers, with expected
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loss and variance for the hybrid given as
E[L] =
n∑
i=1
pi(lfpq
i
fp(1− γ) + lfnqifnγ) (1)
V[L] =
n∑
i=1
pi(l
2
fpq
i
fp(1− γ) + l2fnqifnγ)−
(
n∑
i=1
pi(lfpq
i
fp(1− γ) + lfnqifnγ)
)2
(2)
where probability γ is defined in section 3. Note, these formulae are fairly gen-
eral and do not, for instance, assume failures between classifiers are statistically
independent. The set of hybrids implied by (1) and (2) is, in a visually striking
sense, the “rotation” of the analogous set of portfolios, where both sets are con-
structed by convex combinations of classifiers/assets respectively. For instance,
see the characteristic “aardvark” (or “bullet”) silhouettes in Fig.s 3a and 3b.
4.2 Trade-off Implications for Optimal Adjudication Amongst
Diverse Classifiers
If trustworthy estimates of (conditional) expected loss can be obtained for diverse
classifiers, then there are ways of combining the classifier responses into responses
that minimise expected loss. A given rule for combining classifier responses into
single responses is a so-called adjudication function. Minimising expected loss by
using an “optimal” adjudication function is possible because: 1) the collective
responses of a group of classifiers partition Ω into disjoint subsets, and 2) on
each of these subsets, a response can be chosen that minimizes the conditional
expected loss for a subset when demands from this subset occur. In this section,
we investigate the relationship between the extreme distributions of Fig. 2 and
the loss distribution for a classifier that uses optimal adjudication.
Optimal adjudication has long been advocated in various forms [3,7, 11]. To
illustrate, consider only two classifiers. Their responses partition Ω into disjoint
subsets (see Fig. 4). Let X1 be classifier 1’s response. Then the two events,
“no alarm” [X1 = 0] and “alarm” [X1 = 1], divide Ω into two disjoint subsets.
Similarly, classifier 2’s responses split Ω into two disjoint subsets. Altogether,
(X1, X2) divides Ω into 4 regions – the subsets of Ω that trigger the responses
(1, 1), (1, 0), (0, 1) and (0, 0), labelled R1,1,R1,0,R0,1 and R0,0 respectively.
On each “R” the classifiers’ responses can be combined into a single response
in one of two ways: either issue an alarm or no alarm. An adjudication function is
a choice of response on each “R”. There are 16 possible adjudication functions,
f1 . . . f16 (see Table 1). An “optimal” adjudication function minimises expected
loss. Define the expected loss Ef [L] from adjudication function f as
Ef [L] = lfp · P (f(X1, X2) = 1,FP error) + 1 · P (f(X1, X2) = 0,FN error)
To determine an optimal f , one computes two expectations over each “R” – the
expected loss due to an FP error, and that due to an FN error. In total, over the
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Fig. 4: Two classifiers each give a binary response – alarm “1” or no alarm “0” – upon
receiving a demand. There are two ways for Ω to be partitioned into subsets: 1) The
demands divide Ω into two disjoint subsets; 2) The pair of responses (X1(ω), X2(ω))
that classifiers 1 and 2 give for each demand ω ∈ Ω also partitions Ω, into 4 disjoint
subsets labelled Ri,j := {ω ∈ Ω | (X1(ω), X2(ω)) = (i, j) where i, j = 0, 1}.
Table 1: The 16 adjudication functions for 2 binary classifiers.
R f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7 f8 f9 f10 f11 f12 f13 f14 f15 f16
(1,1) 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1
(1,0) 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
(0,1) 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1
(0,0) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
4 regions, 8 expectations are computed3. Using these expectations, the optimal
f is simply a choice of responses that give the smallest expected losses for each
region. The worst adjudication possible is given by choosing responses which
give the largest expected losses instead. This can be done using a table such
as Table. 2. Two numerical examples of Table. 2 are illustrated in Table. 3. In
either example, lfp = 0.3, lfn = 1 are the normalised losses. These examples are
based on the two probability distributions in Table. 4 for the various R regions
in Fig. 4. They show that f10 and f7 are the optimal and worst adjudications
for scenario 1, while f13 and f4 are the optimal and worst adjudications for
scenario 2. The R distributions were generated from a Dirichlet distribution
that randomly assigned probabilities to the regions.
In scenario 1 of Table. 3, notice how the optimal response for region R11
suggests that one should risk FN failures rather than FP ones. Since, from Ta-
ble. 4, the chances of demands causing FN errors is very small (approx. 0.008)
compared to the chances of demands causing FP errors (approx. 0.112). How-
ever, for scenario 2, the probabilities are roughly the same order of magnitude
3 From these, the expected loss for any of the adjudication functions may be computed.
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Table 2: The 8 expected losses for the adjudication functions in Table. 1.
R
(1,1)
P (f(1,1) = 1 & demand should cause no alarm) · lfp
P (f(1,1) = 0 & demand should cause alarm)
(1,0)
P (f(1,0) = 1 & demand should cause no alarm) · lfp
P (f(1,0) = 0 & demand should cause alarm)
(0,1)
P (f(0,1) = 1 & demand should cause no alarm) · lfp
P (f(0,1) = 0 & demand should cause alarm)
(0,0)
P (f(0,0) = 1 & demand should cause no alarm) · lfp
P (f(0,0) = 0 & demand should cause alarm)
Table 3: Two example scenarios of Table 2, with expected losses for eachR subset
of Ω (see Fig. 4). In each scenario, for each subset, the adjudication response
associated with the smallest expected loss is the optimal response, while the
response associated with largest expected loss is the worst response.
R scenario 1 scenario 2
(1,1)
3.36e−2, worst response = 1 6.781e−2, optimal response = 1
8.018e−3, optimal response = 0 7.408e−2, worst response = 0
(1,0)
1.302e−2, optimal response = 1 2.081e−2, optimal response = 1
2.836e−1, worst response = 0 3.248e−2, worst response = 0
(0,1)
6.436e−2, worst response = 1 9.374e−2, worst response = 1
4.696e−2, optimal response = 0 8.729e−2, optimal response = 0
(0,0)
5.865e−2, optimal response = 1 1.553e−2, optimal response = 1
9.599e−2, worst response = 0 1.465e−2, worst response = 0
(approx. 0.07 and 0.23 respectively). Hence, since lfp is much smaller than lfn
in both scenarios, one expects more loss from FN errors than FP errors for R11
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in scenario 2. This reversal illustrates how optimal adjudication depends on the
likelihood of the various regions in Fig. 4, and the relative sizes of lfp and lfn.
Table 4: Two probability distributions, used respectively to compute the expec-
tations in Table. 3, for the regions in Fig. 4.
R scenario 1 scenario 2
(1,1)
P (1,1, demand should cause no alarm) 0.112005 0.226038
P (1,1, demand should cause alarm) 0.008017 0.074076
(1,0)
P (1,0, demand should cause no alarm) 0.043412 0.069367
P (1,0, demand should cause alarm) 0.283563 0.032477
(0,1)
P (0,1, demand should cause no alarm) 0.214545 0.312464
P (0,1, demand should cause alarm) 0.046961 0.087287
(0,0)
P (0,0, demand should cause no alarm) 0.195507 0.051752
P (0,0, demand should cause alarm) 0.095986 0.146535
Are optimal configurations very reliable ones, or do they trade-off reliability
in favour of making FNs very unlikely? Figure 5 shows a randomly generated
example (i.e. a Dirichlet distributed assignment of the probabilities over the
regions in Fig. 4) where the worst adjudication is similar to the most reliable
classifier with the same expected loss, while optimal adjudication is similar to
the least reliable classifier. But how big can the difference be between an optimal
adjudicator and the most reliable classifier with the same expected loss? Fig. 6
depicts empirical distributions of the ratio between the accuracy of a randomly
chosen extreme adjudication function (over Ω in Fig. 4) and the accuracy for an
extreme loss distribution with the same expected loss. To generate these empir-
ical ratio distributions, 100,000 (Dirichlet distributed) distributions over the R
regions in Fig. 4 were sampled. In particular, Fig. 6b shows that in applications
where FNs are very rare and lfp  lfn, the most reliable system can be over two
orders of magnitude more reliable than the optimal adjudication configuration
with the same expected loss.
5 Conservative Bayesian Assessment
In this section, we explicitly account for an assessor’s ignorance when assessing
a classifier. Our proposed approach is Bayesian, and a novel extension of CBI
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(a) (b)
Fig. 5: A Dirichlet distributed assignment of probabilities over the R regions (in Fig.
4) produced loss distributions for the worst-case and optimal adjudication functions.
These are compared with the extreme loss distributions (in fig.2) that have the same
expected losses. In (a), with expected loss 0.46, the worst adjudication is identical to
the most reliable classifier with the same expected loss. While (b), with expected loss
0.16, shows the optimal adjudication distribution is identical to the distribution for the
least reliable classifier. In both plots, lfp = 0.3 and lfn = 1.
(a) (b)
Fig. 6: From 100,000 randomly chosen distributions over the R regions in Fig. 4, with
FNs unlikely and lfp  lfn, (a) a randomly chosen worst adjudicator (WC adj) gives
approximately the same accuracy as the most reliable classifier with the same expected
loss. But, (b) the most reliable classifier can have “orders of magnitude” greater accu-
racy than the corresponding, randomly chosen, optimal adjudicator (opt adj).
methods [2,18,30,35–37]. Rather than a completely specified prior distribution,
CBI requires only a partial specification of the prior, such as specifying the value
of the prior probability of the classifier passing n tests. There is a collection
of all prior distributions consistent with this probability value. And from this
collection, one determines a prior distribution that yields the most undesirable
value for a posterior reliability measure of interest (one example measure is the
posterior probability of correctly classifying the next n demands).
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CBI encourages, but does not require, an assessor to be “minimalist” in
their application of Bayesian methods. By only providing partial specifications
of priors, the assessor can base their assessment only on those properties of a
prior they are confident in demonstrating. But, should an assessor completely
specify a prior, then CBI becomes identical to traditional Bayesian inference.
Our CBI variant differs from previous ones in two respects. First, it con-
cerns estimating the probability that a known-to-be-imperfect system will have
a “perfect run” on the next n demands. Many of the other CBI applications have
dealt with systems where any failure during testing is unacceptable (i.e. systems
with ultra-high reliability requirements). In contrast, classifiers are often known
to be imperfect, upon observing them commit FP/FN errors. We determine the
worst-case value for the posterior probability of a classifier correctly executing
n tasks, after observing the classifier fail “k” out of “k + r” tasks.
Secondly, we combine CBI analyses and the extremes implied by the loss-
size/reliability trade-off, to obtain conservative measures of reliability and risk
that account for this trade-off. Previous applications of CBI do not consider the
“impact” of failures explicitly – this new variant does.
More formally, consider estimating the unknown probability U that the clas-
sifier fails its next classification (i.e. u = qfp(1− γ) + qfnγ). During operational
testing, suppose the classifier fails “k” out of “k + r” classification tasks. Fur-
thermore, suppose we have some estimate µ of the probability of seeing these
results (e.g. this probability takes the form E[Uk(1−U)r] for a sequence of clas-
sifications made by the classifier, where these classification tasks arise according
to some Bernoulli process with unknown parameter U). Assuming classification
tasks follow a Bernoulli process, what is the largest probability of the classifier
failing the next classification after operational testing?
Proposition 1. Consider the set D of all probability distributions over the unit
interval, each distribution representing a prior distribution of U , where U is the
unknown probability of a classification failure. For µ ∈ (0, 1) and k, r > 0,
maximise
F∈D
E[U | k failures & r successes]
subject to E[Uk(1− U)r] = µ
Solution: Appendix B proves the existence of a “single point” prior F ∗∈D – it
assigns probability 1 to the unique u∗ ∈ [ kk+r , 1] that satisfies µ = (u∗)k(1−u∗)r.
Upon using F ∗ as a prior, E[U | k failures & r successes] attains its maximum
value, u∗. So, the conservative choice of loss distribution for the classifier would
be any distribution in L satisfying U = u∗. Note, F ∗ is unique “almost every-
where” [27] (i.e. up to Lebesgue measure zero subsets of (0, 1)). 
This result has a number of consequences. The following are limiting cases:
– before any observations (so k, r = 0), we must have µ = 1 (i.e. any value for
the unknown probability of failure U is possible). So, the conservative value
u∗ must also be 1 – the assessor should conservatively expect the classifier
to fail on its next task, in the absence of any evidence to the contrary;
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– if no successes are observed (so r = 0) then u∗ = 1: the classifier must be
expected to fail its next task, in the absence of any evidence to the contrary;
– if no failures are observed (so k = 0) then u∗ = 1 − µ1/r. And, as r → ∞,
u∗ → 0. That is, despite being conservative, with increasing failure free
evidence the assessor becomes more convinced that the classifier is “perfect”;
Note that the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) for U is kk+r . Since u
∗ ∈
[ kk+r , 1], this reassures us that u
∗ is worse than the corresponding MLE. Working
backwards, this also means that µ 6 ( kk+r )k(1− kk+r )r necessarily – a requirement
that our assessor can easily use to check the feasibility of their initial µ estimate.
Using this conservative value u∗ in the distributions of Fig.s 2b and 2d, we
can reason about the possible expected loss values this probability implies. The
largest expected loss implied by u∗ is u∗ (using Fig. 2d). The smallest expected
loss is u∗lfp (using Fig. 2b). The case in Fig. 2c applies only if u∗ = 1; i.e. the
classifier will fail, the only question is how big the losses will be. Conservatively,
one should expect the losses to be as large as possible, so E[L] = 1.
Interestingly, in those cases where we deduced expected losses from Fig.s 2b
and 2d, the probability of the classifier being correct is 1−u∗. This is the smallest
plausible value for classifier accuracy, given the assessor’s prior evidence µ.
Of course, an assessor might also look to more optimistic assessments. Never-
theless, CBI still offers a useful check against dangerously optimistic assessments.
CBI reliability estimates – when compared with estimates from alternative, sim-
ilarly constrained, approaches – reveal how optimistic these alternatives are. In
fact, appendix C proves the following “most optimistic” posterior expected value
for U , in a Bernoulli process of classifications.
Proposition 2. Consider the set D of all probability distributions over [0, 1],
each distribution representing a potential prior distribution of U , where U is the
unknown probability of a classification failure. For µ ∈ (0, 1) and k, r > 0,
minimise
F∈D
E[U | k failures & r successes]
subject to E[Uk(1− U)r] = µ
Solution: Appendix C proves the existence of a “single point” prior F∗∈D – it
assigns probability 1 to the unique u∗ ∈ [0, kk+r ] that satisfies µ = (u∗)k(1−u∗)r.
Upon using F∗ as a prior, E[U | k failures & r successes] attains its minimum
value, u∗. So, the optimistic choice of loss distribution for the classifier would be
any distribution in L satisfying U = u∗. Estimates of U that are close in value
to u∗ should be used with caution. Note, F∗ is unique “almost everywhere”. 
Finally, using u∗ and u∗, appendix D proves the worst-case (i.e. smallest)
probability of a classifier correctly classifying the next n tasks, having already
observed the classifier correctly classify “r” out of “k + r” tasks. That is,
Corollary 1. Consider the previous propositions (proved in appendices B and
C) which give the largest and smallest values for E[U | k failures & r successes],
u∗ and u∗ respectively. Then,
(1− u∗)n 6 E[ (1− U)n | k failures & r successes] 6 1− u∗
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In particular, the lower bound is attained with the prior distribution F ∗ ∈ D.
So, any loss distribution in L with U = u∗ conservatively characterises the long-
run failure behaviour of the classifier. Note that 1− u∗ is the smallest plausible
(i.e. consistent with the evidence) value for the classifier’s unknown accuracy, θ.
Consequently, as n→∞, (1−u∗)n tends to zero faster than any other plausible
value for accuracy. Given the well-known unsuitability of accuracy as a measure
of classifier performance in imbalanced dataset settings [5, 16, 17], conservative
long-run success probabilities provide an increasingly stringent (as n increases)
alternative measure of classifier performance.
6 Conclusions
This work has two main focuses: 1) to explicitly account for various uncertain-
ties inherent in assessing binary classifiers, and 2) to highlight trade-offs between
classifier reliability and the size of losses when a classifier fails. These have conse-
quences for deciding which, amongst a collection of classifiers, is most desirable.
Assessment is fraught with uncertainty. And, while ROC techniques address
some of these, they do not go far enough. Classifiers fail and incur losses accord-
ing to some unknown loss distribution, and our work bounds the possible range
of such distributions. For example, for classifiers with the same expected loss,
the more reliable a classifier is, the larger the losses when it fails – a trade-off.
A consequence of such trade-offs is that hybrid classifiers – i.e. convex com-
binations of diverse classifiers – can have a reduced risk of a sequence of high-
impact failures, but at the expense of reliability. This is akin to how, in modern
portfolio theory, diverse risky assets can be combined into one investment port-
folio, to reduce investment risk. There are visually arresting parallels (Fig.s 3a
and 3b) between the sets in these two scenarios. The trade-offs also have impli-
cations for “optimal adjudication” schemes that combine the outputs of diverse
classifiers to reduce expected loss. Such schemes can be significantly less reliable
than the most reliable classifier with the same “optimal” expected loss.
These trade-offs are a strong argument for using multi-objective optimisa-
tions during assessment – it is not enough to only consider the well-known
trade-off between sensitivity and specificity. In this sense, our approach fur-
thers the benefits of traditional ROC approaches. It also turns out that the loss
distributions for the most reliable classifiers (amongst classifiers with a common
expected loss) are those with the largest variation. This strongly suggests paral-
lels with mean-variance optimisation methods used in modern portfolio theory.
So, our work also complements techniques employed in modern portfolio theory.
Of course, there are significant differences between assets and classifiers that
limit the analogy. For example, assets can be leveraged against each other – bor-
rowing on the one hand to buy an investment on the other hand. Such leveraging
does not make sense when randomising amongst classifiers. Also, as of this writ-
ing, classifiers are typically “indivisible” and cannot be broken up into smaller
functionally equivalent artefacts, unlike many investment assets.
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Unlike either ROC approaches or modern portfolio theory, with CBI it is
fundamental that an assessor explicitly models their uncertainty, about the oc-
currence of classifier failures. This must be based on justifiable evidence gathered
prior to operational testing. Classifiers are then assessed by carrying out “worst-
case” inference, using prior distributions in conjunction with observed reliability.
A number of this paper’s results (e.g. propositions 1 and 2) apply more widely
(e.g. to multiclass classifiers). But, outstanding challenges remain. For instance,
how best to quantify and gain sufficient confidence in prior estimates, such as the
prior probability E[Uk(1−U)r] of observing classifier failures? Or, investigating
whether analogous trade-offs hold for metrics other than E[L] and reliability, such
as F-measures or surrogate estimates of loss [1, 6]. Investigating settings where
classifications and likelihoods arise according to processes more general than
Bernoulli ones. And, explicitly accounting for how classifier performance can
evolve and change over time (e,g, due to “learning” or patching) – currently, the
techniques we have outlined apply inbetween changes in classifier performance.
7 Appendices And Supplementary Material
For all of the proofs, please see this paper’s appendices online, in Springer’s
Electronic Supplementary Materials (ESM) system.
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